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Featuring: The Al Simmons Collection • The Devon White Collection • The Louisiana College Basketball Collection
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**Signature® Internet Sessions 1-2**
Mail, Fax, Internet & Phone Extended Bidding only*

Session 1
Saturday, February 22 • 10:00 PM CT • Lots 50001 – 50133

Session 2
Sunday, February 23 • 10:00 PM CT • Lots 50134 – 50852

**LOT SETTLEMENT AND PICK-UP**
Available weekdays 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM CT starting Monday, February 24, by appointment only. Please contact Client Services at 866-835-3243 or Bid@HA.com to schedule an appointment.

Extended Payment Terms available. Email: Credit@HA.com

**Buyer’s Premium Per Lot:**
This auction is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% (minimum $14) per lot.

*Internet & Phone Extended Bidding Format
This auction is presented via catalog and online. Bidding is taken by phone and through our website.

There are two phases of bidding during this type of auction:
1) **Normal Bidding:** Bids are taken up until 10 PM CT the night the auction closes.
2) **Extended Bidding/30 Minute Ending:** On a lot-by-lot basis, starting at 10:00 PM CT, any person who has bid on the lot previously may continue to bid on that lot until there are no more bids for 30 minutes. For example, if you bid on a lot during Normal Bidding, you could participate during extended bidding for that lot, but not on lots you did not bid on previously. If a bid was placed at 10:15 PM, the new end time for that lot would become 10:45 PM. If no other bids were placed before 10:45 PM, the lot would close. If you are the high bidder on a lot, changing your bid will not extend the bidding during the 30 Minute Ending phase (only a bid from another bidder will extend bidding). If you are the only bidder at 10:00 PM you will automatically win the lot at 10:30 PM.

**Important:** After normal bidding ends, you must be signed-on to the Heritage site to see the bidding option on lots where you qualify for extended bidding.
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